
Using Processing to.....

Move shapes using variables

We can change qualities of shapes, such as their location by using variables.

Variables are a special kind of information that we can use in our programs.

A variable is often described as a container. 

They are containers that store different types of data, numbers, words & lists.

Variables are useful because once we have told our program what kind variable it is and what it contains to start off with, 
we can change it’s contents whenever we like, this is why they are called variables.

We initiate variables by declaring them at the top of our Processing program, usually before the 
void setup() & void draw() code.

Here I have decared a variable by typing                int    rect_x   = 0;

 

In the void draw() funtion we can now replace the number we used to define the rectangles ‘x’ position, 
and replace it with our variable.

from rect(20, 20, 30, 60);    to    rect(rect_x, 20, 30, 60);

Next we can add a small piece of code that will add 1 to our variable every time the void draw() funciton is referenced.

rect_x = rect_x + 1;

On each frame, in the void draw() function, Processing will add 1 to the value of rect_x.
On each frame, in the void draw() function, Processing will set the ‘x’ position of the rectangle, 
(it’s distance from the far left of the sketch) to equal rect_x.

Because the void draw() function is called 30 times per second, this code will move the rectangle across the sketch.

This tell’s Processing what 
kind of variable we are creating,
an integer, or whole number variable.

This is the name we give this variable,
you can call a variable anything,

but it’s useful to think of it as a codename.

This is the value 
we are giving this 

variable to start with.


